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Backbone wireless mesh networks have attracted much of attention due to their wide-range applications. The use of CSMA/CA
based MAC protocols in mesh networks, however, leads to an inefficient resource utilization, and to high latency. Several alternative
protocols including directional MAC, multichannel MAC only provide marginal improvement. Recently, a cross-layer design
employing multiple antenna techniques and network coding called MIMO network coding was proposed. Owing to multiple
access interference cancellation ability of MIMO, bi-directional flow multiplexing capability of network coding in combination
with an efficient channel access scheme of TDMA/TDD, MIMO two-way relay provides significantly high end-to-end capacity. In
this paper, MIMO network coding is considered as an alternative PHY/MAC protocol of CSMA/CA. This paper provides details
of the protocol and develops network simulators for performance evaluation. Furthermore, an efficient retransmission scheme
for transmission system employing network coding is proposed. The paper shows that MIMO network coding achieves significant
network performance improvement with respect to CSMA/CA mesh networks. The proposed retransmission scheme is also shown
to be effective in terms of resource usage as well as QoS guarantee.

1. Introduction

Wireless mesh networks (WMN) consisting of mesh routers
and mesh clients have been achieving much attention in
recent years as they allow innovative applications, namely
wireless sensor networks, public wireless access networks,
wireless plant control systems, and smart utility networks
[1]. The advantages of a WMN are its ability to form a flexible
network topology, its robustness and its wide area coverage
owing to multihop relay property.

In the near future, the infrastructure/backbone WMN
needs to improve its network capacity to support client
applications which require to exchange data in larger amount
and with a better quality. Figure 1 shows some examples
of such applications, for example, public wireless access,
home network, intervehicle network, and sensor network.
For instance, public wireless access networks need to support

many users who request bandwidth for high data rate
multimedia contents. Home networks should accommodate
high-end consumer applications, such as those for data-
intensive multimedia equipment having multiple channels of
high-resolution digital video.

In recent years, multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO)
communication [2, 3] has been considered as a key tech-
nology of the next generation wireless communication
systems [4]. The system employs multiple antennas at both
the transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) to enable spatial
multiplexing to increase the channel capacity, and/or spatial
diversity to improve link robustness against channel fading.
Besides, in multiuser MIMO systems, it is possible to
steer beams toward desired users, as well as nulls toward
undesired/protected users [5], by manipulating Tx and/or Rx
weights. Because of these advantages, MIMO can be applied
to realize future infrastructure/backbone WMNs without
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Figure 1: Some applications of the future wireless mesh networks.

increasing largely the system cost, noting that the mesh nodes
of infrastructure/backbone WMN are fixed and well power-
supplied.

We return to the reason why conventional mesh networks
are not satisfiable in terms of achieving high data rate
and guarantee good QoS. In all shared medium networks,
medium access control (MAC) is an important technique
that enables the successful operation of the network. IEEE
802.11 MAC, which employs carrier sense multiple access
with collision avoidance- (CSMA/CA-) based sensing and
backoff procedures, is considered as the standard MAC of
many conventional wireless networks established by 802.11
working group [6], for example, WLAN. While simple to use
and efficient for local one-hop transmission, 802.11 MAC
does not scale to larger networks and presents a serious
loss of performance in terms of delay, fairness and most
critically, throughput [7, 8]. CSMA/CA is also not suited
for the high rate contention and collision environment
associated with wireless mesh networks. In such environ-
ment, without careful design, the performance of CSMA/CA
deteriorates due to various problems. For example, basic
access of CSMA/CA suffers from hidden node problem,
which increases the probability of packet collision. RTS/CTS
can be introduced to avoid this problem at the expense
of causing a new problem, which is the exposed node
problem. This latter reduces the opportunities of concurrent
transmissions in a network. Some other problems are deaf
terminal, information asymmetry and flow-in-the-middle
[9]. Moreover, CSMA/CA also has a large impact on end-to-
end delay due to processing through the physical, MAC and

network layers, requeuing at the network and MAC layers,
and recontention for channel access at every hop [10].

Several alternative protocols of CSMA/CA were proposed
in recent literature, but provide only marginal improvement.
For instance, [11, 12] introduce directional antenna to mesh
networks and propose directional medium access control
(DMAC) protocols. Despite being able to eliminate the
exposed terminal problem, the protocols cannot completely
solve the performance degradation because more hidden
nodes are produced due to the directional transmission [1].
Furthermore, DMAC protocols are only effective for light-of-
sight (LOS) environment with small angular spread while in
the multipath environment with wide angular spread where
the multihop relay is required, the schemes do not work
efficiently due to scattering objects. Slotted CSMA/CA, in
which channel contention and packet transmission is only
allowed to occur in predefined time slots, can alleviate the
probability of packet collision of CSMA/CA at the expense
of requirement for synchronization among nodes [13]. More
deterministic solutions such as time division multiple access-
(TDMA-) based MAC protocols [14] and multichannel MAC
protocols [15] are also proposed in recent years. These
protocols can avoid some of the problems associated with
CSMA/CA. However, given a whole network allocated with
a fixed channel bandwidth, the use of multiple orthogonal
channels (in time or frequency) in the network is equivalent
to partitioning the total bandwidth into subbands, thus
directly results in the reduction of network spectral efficiency
[16]. Since the problems of conventional mesh networks
are basically due to MAC protocols, a simple introduction
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of MIMO as a PHY candidate for mesh network does not
guarantee significant improvement. In other words, a cross-
layer design is required.

On the other hand, network coding has emerged in
recent years as a technology which can improve the capacity
of a network with multiple information flows. This tech-
nique, which is originally proposed for the network layer
in [17] for improvement of multicast capacity, has been
adopted into PHY, for example, analog network coding [18]
in a classical two-way relay [19] topology, or digital network
coding [20] in a one-way multihop relay topology. Both
works theoretically showed an asymptotic throughput gain
of two after the introduction of network coding. Experiments
of network coding (from now on, the term “network coding”
shown in this paper refers to network coding in PHY), for
example, [21] (digital network coding) and [22] (analog
network coding), in a nonsynchronized network with spe-
cific topologies, that is, two-way relay topology, X topology,
and ad hoc, also showed a MAC and coding gain ranging
from 1.3 to 1.7. The combination of network coding with
MIMO furthermore promises a higher achievable gain. For
a two-way relay topology, [23] considered two approaches of
message combining at the relay node: superposition coding
and XOR precoding, and derived the optimal beamforming
method to maximize the sum rate of two users exchanging
packets through the relay node. Capacity region in the
broadcast phase of MIMO two-way relay has been derived
in [24], where this region is convex and contains achievable
rate regions of [23]. In [25], MIMO two-way relay employing
XOR precoding was extended to the case of multiuser MIMO
where mobile stations exchange uplink/downlink packets
with the base station through a common relay node. An
iterative algorithm was also employed for sum rate maxi-
mization. [26] furthermore extended network coding and
MIMO for one dimensional (1D) two-way multihop relay
topology. The algorithm, which is called as MIMO network
coding (MIMO-NC), is a synchronized TDMA/TDD scheme
where nodes are assumed to be synchronized to each other
and transmissions are realized in time slot unit. [26] does not
employ optimal beamforming since optimal beamforming
for a MIMO two-way relay multihop network is still an open
problem. Instead, [26] employs MMSE as a MIMO detector
at any Rx, without any precoding at Tx. Thus, [26] does
not require CSI at Tx and is practical for implementation
in multihop networks. It had been shown that owing to
multiple access interference cancellation ability of MIMO,
bidirectional flow multiplexing ability of network coding
in combination with an efficient channel access scheme of
TDMA/TDD, MIMO-NC provides significantly high end-to-
end capacity in comparison with conventional synchronized
MAC protocols.

In this paper, MIMO-NC is reconsidered as an alternative
cross-layer design PHY/MAC protocol with linear topogy
(although a linear topology is considered in this paper,
the algorithm of MIMO-NC can be extended to other
topologies including cross topology [16], rotary topology
[27], tree topology [28]. The combination of all these
topologies makes MIMO-NC applicable to general topology
of mesh network) mesh network and its performance is

compared with conventional CSMA/CA, slotted CSMA/CA-
based protocols and their corresponding extensions with
MIMO. To consider MIMO-NC as a cross-layer PHY/MAC
protocol, this paper defines transmission scheme, frame
format, resource allocation, and retransmission scheme of
the protocol. Two mesh network simulators, respectively,
employing MIMO-NC- and CSMA/CA-based protocols are
developed. Therefore, comparison is performed in terms
of network performance. The results show that MIMO-NC
achieves a significant improvement in network throughput
(e.g., 14 times with respect to CSMA/CA (RTS/CTS), packet-
delivery ratio as well as packet-delay reduction in com-
parison with other (nonslotted/slotted) CSMA/CA-based
mesh networks. For interested readers, Table 1 compares
the achievable throughput gain owing to the introduction
of network coding, which was reported in [20–22], with
respect to that achieved in this paper. From the table, it
can be seen that the significant improvements of MIMO-
NC can be attained owing to a scheduled synchronized
network (network synchronization and scheduling can be
achieved using the approach, e.g., in [29]. Since we consider
a mesh backbone network supporting high traffic, the cost
for synchronization and scheduling is not a critical problem.
The synchronization and scheduling are only performed
in the initial phase of the backbone network. Therefore,
we can ignore its effect on the total network throughput),
the introduction of MIMO, and efficient bidirectional flow
multiplexing capability of network coding.

In terms of implementation of network coding in real
system, this paper moreover discusses about the design of
network coding header and proposes an efficient retrans-
mission scheme based on network coding header. Analysis
is performed to show the efficiency of the proposed scheme.
This retransmission scheme is furthermore implemented
into the developed network simulator and simulation results
confirm the benefit of the proposed scheme.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sections
2 and 3, respectively, describe CSMA/CA protocols and
MIMO-NC. Details about network simulator are provided in
Section 4. Section 5 describes the design of network coding
header and the proposed retransmission scheme. Numerical
results are presented in Section 6. Finally, the paper is
concluded in Section 7.

2. Revisiting CSMA/CA

The 802.11 specification supports two different MAC
schemes, the distributed coordination function (DCF) and
the point coordination function. This paper concentrates on
two methods used in DCF as follows.

2.1. CSMA/CA Basic Access Method. This method uses only
DATA frames and ACK (acknowledgment) frames as shown
in Figure 2(a). The node which wants to send a data frame
first senses the channel and proceeds with transmission of a
DATA frame if the medium is sensed to be idle for an interval
larger than DIFS. When the DATA frame is transmitted, all
other nodes hearing the frame set their network allocation
vector (NAV) based on the duration field value in the data
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Table 1: Network coding gain in terms of throughput against conventional networks not employing network coding.

Reference
Evaluation
method

Synchronized
network

Type of
network
coding

Opportunistic/
scheduled network
coding

Topology

Network coding gain against conventional
networks which are

Nonsynchronized Synchronized

SISO MIMO SISO MIMO

[20] Theory Yes Digital Scheduled
1-way

multihop
— — 2 —

[21] Experiment
(802.11)

No Digital Opportunistic
2-way relay, X 1.33 — — —

Ad hoc 1.38 — — —

[22] Experiment
No

Analog Scheduled
2-way relay 1.70 — — —

Yes X 1.65 — — —

No
(no

decoding)
1-way

multihop
1.70 — — —

This paper
Network

Yes
Analog

Scheduled
2-way

multihop
14.68 7.66 7.66 2.92

simulation (decoding)

frame received. If the medium is busy, the transmitting
node will wait until the end of the current transmission
plus another DIFS, and then defers for a random backoff
period before transmission. This paper employs the binary
exponential backoff [6] where the backoff counter follows a
uniform distribution with its maximum value being doubled
after every failed transmission until a maximum value
CWmax, or being reset to an initial value CWmin after a
successful transmission. In this paper, (CWmin, CWmax) is
selected as (15,1024) in compliant with [6]. One big problem
of this access method is the hidden terminal problem, which
will be explained later.

2.2. CSMA/CA Protocol Using RTS/CTS. To avoid hidden
terminal problem, it is proposed to use request-to-send
(RTS) and clear-to-send (CTS) frames. This method is
a four-phase RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK protocol as shown in
Figure 2(b). The node that wants to send a DATA frame
first senses the channel. If the channel remains idle for a
DIFS interval, then it sends an RTS frame. Otherwise, it
starts the backoff algorithm after waiting till the end of
current transmission and a further DIFS period. When the
destination receives the RTS, it transmits CTS after SIFS. The
source node is then allowed to transmit DATA frame, after
successful reception of the CTS frame. All other nodes which
hear the RTS, CTS, or DATA frame update their NAV.

2.3. Associated Issues of CSMA/CA in 1D Mesh Network with
Bidirectional Flows. In this section, we present several issues
of CSMA/CA in a 1D mesh network with bidirectional flows.
For instance, we consider a mesh network consisting of five
nodes as shown in Figure 3 with a forward flow from node
no. 1 to node no. 5 and a backward flow from node no. 5 to
node no. 1.

(1) Hidden terminal problem: a node is said to be hidden
from the transmitter (Tx) if it can cause a collision
at the receiver (Rx) by transmitting, but cannot hear
any signal sent by the Tx. An example is given in
Figure 3(a). Node no. 3 is a hidden node of the Tx-Rx

pair no. 1 and no. 2 with the assumption that carrier
sensing range is one hop.

(2) Exposed terminal problem: for a given Tx-Rx pair, an
exposed terminal is a node which can perceive signals
sent by the Tx, but cannot cause a collision at the Rx.
In Figure 3(b), node no. 2 is an exposed node for the
Tx-Rx pair no. 3 and no. 4.

(3) Deaf terminal problem: a deaf terminal is the one that
is unable to interpret the handshake messages from a
Tx-Rx pair in its neighborhood. In Figure 3(c), node
no. 3 is not able to interpret the CTS from node
no. 2 to node no. 1, if there is an on-going data
transmission from node no. 4 to node no. 5. Once
the transmission from node no. 4 to node no. 5 is
completed, node no. 3 could send out an RTS and
cause a collision at node no. 2. This problem occurs
in any single flow; therefore it also happens in the case
of bidirectional flows.

In a 1D mesh network with bidirectional flows, there is a
combination of the aforementioned problems. Therefore, it
can be predicted that the introduction of CSMA/CA in such
networks will reduce the throughput and increase the latency
extremely.

2.4. Alleviating Collision with Slotted CSMA/CA. To par-
tially alleviate the probability of collision in CSMA/CA,
slotted CSMA/CA has been proposed [13]. In this scheme,
nodes are assumed to be synchronized with each other.
Furthermore, contention for channel access as well as packet
transmission must be completed in predefined time slot.
This paper employs a slotted CSMA/CA scheme as depicted
in Figure 2(c). It is almost similar to the CSMA/CA using
RTS/CTS, except that the contention process (the backoff
and the exchange of RTS/CTS) must take place during the
contention period of each time slot. DATA transmission
period follows the contention period. In this period, the
nodes which have already reserved the channel during the
contention period can transmit multiple DATA packets.
After a successful reception of packets, destination nodes
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Figure 2: Two CSMA/CA algorithms.

acknowledge it by sending ACK packets during the ACK
period. During the contention period, other nodes beside
the source and the destination node have to defer from
contending for channel until the next time slot. In this
paper, contention window for slotted CSMA/CA is fixed
as CWmin. It means that the backoff counter follows a
uniform distribution with maximum value of CWmin. For
a fair comparison with CSMA/CA and MIMO network
coding, slotted CSMA/CA in this paper is designed based on
parameters of IEEE 802.11. The scheme is slightly different
from that in [13] in terms of backoff mechanism, frame
duration, and so forth.

3. MIMONetwork Coding

This section defines the transmission scheme and the
resource allocation of MIMO-NC. Figure 4 depicts an exam-
ple of MIMO-NC applied to a linear topology with five
equally placed nodes each equipped with two antennas.
However, the scheme works for arbitrary number of nodes.
The algorithm is efficient because only a single channel is
required.

There are two flows of information, namely the forward
flow (F) which transports information from the leftmost
to the rightmost node and the backward flow (B) which
transports information in the reverse direction. Each node

is assumed to be employed with M = 2 antennas. At a time
slot, transmitters and receivers are located adjacently to each
other, and nodes switch their functions of Tx or Rx at every
time slot. Let HR,T ∈ C2×2 represent the channel matrix
between Tx node T and Rx node R. Also, WR

r ∈ C2×2 denotes
Rx weight at node R. Besides, nR ∈ C2 represents the noise
vector with zero mean and covariance σ2I at node R.

This paper employs a decode, spool and forward relaying
mechanism. Let assume a flow � runs through a set of
nodes Ω� = {�(1), . . . ,�(k), . . . ,�(K)}. For instance, ΩF =
{1, . . . , k, . . . ,K} and ΩB = {K , . . . , k, . . . , 1} in this paper.

Let c�(k)
� (n) denote native packets of flow � to be relayed at

a node �(k) at time n. Passing c�(k)
� (n) through an encoder

and modulator results in a corresponding modulated signal

s�(k)
� (n). This process is expressed as s�(k)

� (n) = F (c�(k)
� (n)),

where F (since this paper employs adaptive modulation
and coding per flow, this operator is associated with the

subscripts �(k)
� (n) which is also the subscript of the operand

c�(k)
� (n). Without losing generality, the subscript is omitted

for sake of expedience) is an operator representing adaptive

modulation and coding. Inversely, c�(k)
� (n) can also be

written as c�(k)
� (n) = F −1(s�(k)

� (n)), where F −1 is an
operator representing the demodulation and decoding.

At each relay node, received packets are stored in flow-
specific buffers. When node �(k) becomes a Tx node in
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Figure 3: Associated issues of CSMA/CA in 1D mesh network with bidirectional flows. (Transmission range is assumed to be the distance
between any two adjacent nodes in this figure).

time slot n, a part of the stored packets of each flow is
adaptively selected for relaying based on the link condition.
This operation of selection is defined as S-operator in this

paper. For example, c�(k)
� (n) is selected as packets of flow� to

be relayed. Since packets of that flow are relayed from�(k−1)
to�(k) up to time slot n−1,�(k−1) has a perfect knowledge

of c�(k)
� (n). This fact can be symbolically represented as

c�(k)
� (n) ∈ ⋃n−1

ν=0 c
�(k−1)
� (ν), where

⋃
stands for the union

operator of sets. Thus, we define c̆�(k−1)
� (n − 1) � c�(k)

� (n)

the replica of c�(k)
� (n) at �(k − 1). Applying the F -operator

on both sides of the previous formula and exchanging the left
side with the right side, the following equality is achieved

s�(k)
� (n) = s̆�(k−1)

� (n− 1), (1)

where s̆�(k−1)
� (n − 1) � F (c̆�(k−1)

� (n − 1)) represents the

replica of s�(k)
� (n) at �(k − 1). This equality is called as the

law of flow conservation in this paper.

3.1. In Odd Time Slot n = 2p − 1, p ∈ N +. In this time slot,
odd number nodes are Tx node and even number nodes are
Rx node. Transmit signals skt

FB of Tx node kt = 2q + 1, q ∈ N
are given by

skt
FB =

1√
2

(
skt

F (n) + skt
B (n)

)
, (2)

where a simple analog network coding is employed. This
manipulation results in 3 dB power loss in both forward and
backward direction.

At a Tx node T, transmit signal is mapped to one of
the antenna by the following Tx weight wT

t = [1 0]T . The
received signal ykr ∈ C2∀kr = 2q, q ∈ N + is therefore

ykr =
∑

kt=kr±1

h̃kr,ktskt
FB +

∑

kt=kr±3,5,...

h̃kr,ktskt
FB

︸ ︷︷ ︸
overreach interference

+ nkr

= H̃kr skr +
∑

kt=kr±3,5,...

h̃kr,ktskt
FB + nkr

H̃kr =
[
h̃kr,kr−1 h̃kr,kr+1

]
∈ C2×2

skr =
[
skr−1

FB skr+1
FB

]T ∈ C2,

(3)

where for a pair of Tx node T and Rx node R,

h̃R,T = HR,TwT
t = hR,T

1 ∈ C2. (4)

Since node kr has two antennas (due to the multiple access of
two streams at a node, we assume that each node is equipped
with the minimum required number of antennas M = 2.
However, the algorithm can be extended to general MIMO
systems where the availability of antennas further allows
diversity reception, cancellation of interferences from far
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Figure 4: MIMO network coding (MIMO-NC).

nodes, and spatial multiplexing of network coding streams
[16]), the desired signals can be retrieved by using MIMO
linear detection algorithm as follows:

ŝkr =
[
ŝkr−1

FB ŝkr+1
FB

]T

=
(
Wkr

r

)H
ykr .

(5)

Here, for an MMSE decoder

Wkr
r =

(

H̃kr

(
H̃kr

)H
+
σ2

P
I

)−1

H̃kr , (6)

where P is the Tx power. It should be noticed that the
interference from distant nodes (overreach interference) are
taken into account in this paper, however the MMSE decoder
at each Rx does not deal with this interference.

Based on network decoding and the law of flow conser-
vation, skr−1

F (n), skr+1
B (n) can be estimated as follows:

ŝkr−1
F (n) =

√
2ŝkr−1

FB − s̆kr
B (n− 1),

ŝkr+1
B (n) =

√
2ŝkr+1

FB − s̆kr
F (n− 1).

(7)

Estimated signals are demodulated, decoded and stored
in the buffer of node kr as F −1(ŝkr−1

F (n)), F −1(ŝkr+1
B (n)).

In the final step, after checking the destination address of
the buffered packets, node kr adaptively selects packets for
relaying and performs modulation and coding. For example,
from the buffer of the forward flow

⋃n
ν=0 F

−1(ŝkr−1
F (ν)),

packets which have not been relayed to node kr + 1 are
adaptively selected as ckr

F (n + 1) � S(
⋃n

ν=0 F
−1(ŝkr−1

F (ν))).
Thus, the modulated signal of the forward flow becomes
skr

F (n + 1) � F (ckr
F (n + 1)).

3.2. In Even Time Slot n + 1 = 2p, p ∈ N +. In the (n + 1)th
time slot, odd number nodes become Rx node and even
number nodes become Tx node. The discussion is the same
as in nth time slot by switching the role of kt and kr such that
kt = 2q, q ∈ N + and kr = 2q + 1, q ∈ N .

The repetition of processes in odd and even time slots
results in a single channel MIMO-NC. Frame format, relay
mechanism and retransmission scheme of MIMO-NC are
provided in later sections.

4. MIMO-NC as a PHY/MAC Protocol and
Architecture of Network Simulator

To compare the network performance of MIMO-NC with
CSMA/CA based MAC protocols, network simulators have
been developed. This section explains the details about the
packet relaying schemes used in these simulators. Therefore,
information about frame format, packet relaying mechanism
of MIMO-NC are studied in this section. Basically, we
consider packet relaying of bidirectional flows using con-
ventional method of CSMA/CA (Basic Access or RTS/CTS)
and its enhancement using M ×M MIMO (M = 2), slotted
CSMA/CA with RTS/CTS and its enhancement with 2 × 2
MIMO, and the proposed MIMO network coding.

4.1. Frame Format, Packet Format and Resource Mapping.
The frame format of the relaying schemes is presented in
Figure 5. Figure 6(b) shows how these frames are mapped
to resource blocks of physical layer (PHY). Since MIMO is
employed, packets are not only mapped to different OFDM
symbols (time resource) but to different spatial streams
(spatial resource) as well. Frame format of the conventional
CSMA/CA schemes are based on 802.11a standard. Each
frame contains only one packet. Four types of packet
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Figure 6: Resouce mapping of different types of packet used in network simulators.

with fixed sizes are considered in this paper as shown
in Figure 6(a). The control packets of RTS and CTS are
modulated using basic rate Rb. Based on channel condition,
DATA and ACK are adaptively modulated with adaptive rate
R, therefore the frame durations of DATA and ACK are
variable. At the end of a packet, a frame check sequence
(FCS) is attached for the purpose of detecting packet error
at receiver nodes. Important time durations of CSMA/CA
including backoff duration, interframe spaces which are
defined in [6], and packet durations which are calculated
based on data rate and packet size, are summarized in
Table 2.

For a fair comparison, slotted CSMA/CA is introduced at
the expense of synchronization among nodes. Frame format
of slotted CSMA/CA is the same as that of CSMA/CA except

that channel contention and packet transmission is only
allowed to occur in predefined time slots. Configuration of
a time slot of slotted CSMA/CA is presented in Table 4.
The duration of data transmission period is fixed as that of
MIMO-NC (Tdata = 4/3 ms). During this period, depending
on the channel conditions, multiple packets (up to 9) per
flow can be relayed. The reason of these values will soon
be provided in the explanation about MIMO-NC. The data
transmission period is followed by an ACK reply period
whose duration equals to the sum of one SIFS and the time
required for reply of one ACK packet when basic rate is
employed. When multiple DATA packets are relayed during
data transmission period, multiple ACK packets are fed back
to the transmitter. The fixed duration of the contention
period is chosen to be long enough to support the exchange
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Table 2: Important time duration of (nonslotted/slotted) CSMA/CA (unit: μs).

[μs] Duration of Preamble SIG Packet Total duration Example

TBO
1 Backoff BO3 × 9 135 for BO = CWmin

Tsifs
2 SIFS 16

Tdifs DIFS 34

TSISO
rts RTS

160
6

140
3

TMIMO
rts

1
2

160
6

100
3

TSISO
cts CTS

112
6

116
3

TMIMO
cts 16 4

1
2

112
6

88
3

TDATA DATA
8000
R

4

20 +
8000
R �168 for R = 54 Mbps

TSISO
ACK ACK

112
R

20 +
112
R �22 for R = 54 Mbps

TMIMO
ACK

1
2

112
R

20 +
56
R �21 for R = 54 Mbps

1T•UPPERCASE means that the duration is variable, depending on the number of backoff counter (TBO) or adaptive modulation scheme (others).
2T•lowercase means that the duration is a fixed value.
3A (random) backoff counter.
4R [Mbps] is the data rate which depends on adaptive modulation scheme.

of RTS/CTS. In terms of the time parameters, there are two
main differences between slotted CSMA/CA with respect to
CSMA/CA. First, in CSMA/CA, for each transmission of
a data packet, a phase of channel contention is required.
In contrast, multiple data packets can be transmitted in a
same time slot after a single contention for channel access
in slotted CSMA/CA. Second, since channel contention is
only allowed in the fixed contention period, the (wasteful)
portion of time which is not used for data transmission
in slotted CSMA/CA case is deterministic and is small
compared to data transmission period. On the other hand,
that of CSMA/CA is a random variable and may become large
as the contention window is doubled after each data packet
transmission failure. Similarly to the case of CSMA/CA,
spatial multiplexing MIMO is also extended for slotted
CSMA/CA.

In the case of MIMO-NC, PHY resource before network
coding is virtually extended to spatial domain with one
forward stream and one backward stream as shown in
Figure 6(b). One PHY frame contains a preamble, a signal
field, an extended network coding header and ends with a
DATA frame consisting of multiple network coded DATA
packets. The duration of the DATA frame is fixed to 4/3 ms
to ensure that at least one packet per flow can be relayed
when basic rate Rb is selected. Different from the case of
conventional CSMA/CA, PHY frame of MIMO-NC may
contain multiple DATA packets per stream, according to the
algorithm of rate adaptation based on channel condition.
For instance, when the data rate of 54Mbps is chosen,

maximally 9 DATA packets per stream can be transmitted
simultaneously. The configuration of a time slot of MIMO-
NC is summarized in Table 4. The number of packet of
each flow that can be relayed during the period of 4/3 ms
with respect to adaptive modulation scheme is shown in
Table 3. PHY header of a frame of MIMO-NC contains a
preamble, used for channel estimation, and also a network
coding header. The role of the network coding header will
be explained in later sections. Furthermore, since MIMO-
NC is a TDMA/TDD-based protocol, the handshake using
RTS/CTS is not adopted.

In MIMO-NC, each node is equipped with multiple
antennas (M = 2). For a fair comparison, we extend
CSMA/CA with MIMO. This extension is based on IEEE
802.11n [30] with modification of antenna configuration
to M × M. Since PHY resource is extended to spa-
tial domain, mapping of packets to PHY resource block
(Figure 6(b)) is changed such that control packets (RTS/CTS
and ACK) is mapped across all spatial resources, while
different DATA packets are mapped to different spatial
streams. This mapping helps to reduce inefficient trans-
mission duration of control packets and multiplex multiple
DATA packets at the same time to achieve higher data
rate.

4.2. Packet Relaying Process. Packet relaying process of
different schemes is presented in Figure 7. For CSMA/CA-
based schemes, correctly received DATA packet is passed to
the MAC layer. If the next hop address field of the packet
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Table 3: Adaptive modulation table for required PER = 10−2.

Modulation Bit rate (Mbps) Required SINR (dB) Np
1

BPSK 1/2 (Basic rate) 6 <7.5 1

QPSK 1/2 12 7.5 2

QPSK 3/4 18 11 3

16QAM 1/2 24 13 4

16QAM 3/4 36 17.5 6

64QAM 2/3 48 20.5 8

64QAM 3/4 54 23.5 9
1The maximum number of packets per flow in slotted CSMA/CA and MIMO-NC.

Table 4: Time slot configuration of slotted CSMA/CA and MIMO-NC (unit: μs).

[μs]
Contention period (Tcont) Data transmission ACK transmission Total

Tdifs TBO Trts Tsifs Tcts Tsifs Tdata Tsifs ×TACK Tslot

Slotted CSMA/CA
Tdifs + 9CWmin + TSISO

rts + TSISO
cts + 2Tsifs TS−SISO

ack 5023
3

TS−SISO
cont = 859

3
164

3

Slotted CSMA/CA
with 2× 2 MIMO

Tdifs + 9CWmin + TMIMO
rts + TMIMO

cts + 2Tsifs
4000

3
TS−MIMO

ack 4927
3

TS−MIMO
cont = 791

3
136

3

[μs]
PHY header DATA transmission ACK transmission Total

Preamble SIG Network coding header

MIMO-NC 16 4 Thdr = 2LNbit

Rb
= 331 4000

3
02 4159

3
1Nbit denotes the number of required bits to represent sequence number of packets and Rb is the basic rate of 6 Mbps.
2MIMO-NC does not require ACK packets since the mechanism of acknowledgment and retransmission is embedded in network coding header.

corresponds to the address of the Rx node (MyAddr), the
packet is passed to the mesh layer. Otherwise, the Rx node
sets its NAV according to the duration field of the packet.
At the mesh layer, if the final destination address field of the
packet does not match MyAddr, Rx node looks up its routing
table for the address of the next hop node, then puts the
packet back to the Tx buffer for relaying. A scheduler always
checks the availability of PHY layer and selects packet(s)
to be mapped to resource blocks of the PHY layer for
transmission. In the case of conventional CSMA/CA with
single antenna, scheduling algorithm is a first-in-first-out
(FIFO) type. However, for efficient usage of spatial resource
in enhanced CSMA/CA with MIMO, we propose a scheduler
which selects M packets intended to a same next hop
neighbor to pass to PHY layer. If there is not enough packets
jointly satisfying the scheduler’s rule, the scheduler will wait
for another chance. The same process is extended to slotted
CSMA/CA and slotted CSMA/CA with MIMO. During data
transmission period, a scheduler continuously moves packets
(via a same destination) from MAC layer to available PHY
resources, which depends on channel condition at each time
slot.

As shown in Figure 7(b), packet-relaying process of
MIMO network coding is simple. Since there are always two

kinds of packets, that is, the forward packets from forward
stream and backward packets from backward stream, an
Rx node has two different buffers containing corresponding
packets. At the time period when the Rx node becomes a
Tx node, a scheduler will select the first I packets from
the forward buffer and J packets from the backward buffer
to map to the corresponding resource block of PHY. The
number of I and J is decided based on a per stream
rate adaptation algorithm taking into account the channel
conditions.

5. Efficient Retransmission Scheme for
MIMONetwork Coding

Despite the potential of network coding, it seems far from
seeing wide-spread deployment across real WMN networks.
One of the possible reasons for this is that it lacks of an
efficient network-coding-oriented retransmission scheme.

Packet acknowledgment and link retransmission are gen-
erally required in WMN for ensuring reliable transmission
at each link, and thus reliable end-to-end packet delivery.
These techniques become especially essential for multihop
relay network employing network coding. Without packet
acknowledgment, packet errors not only propagate in its own
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Figure 7: Packet relaying mechanism.

flow but also give rise to errors in other flows due to the
natural property of network coding.

Despite its importance, to our best knowledge, there
are very little work on packet retransmission for WMN
employing network coding. The retransmission scheme in
COPE [21] is based on the transmission of acknowledgment
packet (ACK) at every hop of the relay network. The source
node continues to retransmit the network coded packet until
it receives ACKs from all of the desired destination nodes.
In this algorithm, a destination node only sends back an
ACK if it succeeds in receiving and in (network) decoding
the received network coded packet. In [31], besides ACKs,
transmissions of negative acknowledgment packet (NACK)
is introduced to improve the delay performance. In this
scheme, when a node does not have enough native packets
required for successful network decoding of a received
network coded packet, it sends out a NACK to request for
the missing native packets.

The above algorithms ensure the reliability of WMN at
the expense of resource utilisation for transmission of control

packets (ACK/NACK). Furthermore, the algorithms are
more inefficient, knowing that control packets are required at
every hop of the relay network for end-to-end delivery of any
single packet. In this section, we propose an efficient retrans-
mission scheme in which transmissions of control packets are
not required. Instead of using ACK/NAK packets, we propose
a suitable manipulation of the packet header of network
coded packets to fully convey acknowledgment information.
The proposed scheme also exploits the multihop relaying
property.

5.1. Network Coding Header Design. The format of a network
coded frame containing multiple packets is presented in
Figure 8. Since link adaptation is employed in MIMO-
NC, buffers are implemented to store packets. The frame
contains a network coding header, necessary for network
decoding, followed by the network coded signals. Based
on the channel conditions, different number of packets are
selected to be relayed in forward and backward directions,
that is, I and J , respectively, in the example. Packets of each
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Figure 8: Network coding header.
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Figure 9: Conventional retransmission schemes.

flow are combined in an order and modulated separately.
The modulated signals of two flows are then added to form
the network coded signals. Each packet of each flow is
assigned with a unique sequence number. To facilitate the

network decoding, sequence number of packets are stored in
network coding header in the same order of packets. Network
coding header is divided into two parts which contains the
sequence numbers of the forward flow and the backward
flow packets, respectively. Each part is divided into L slots.
Each slot has a size of Nbit, which is the number of bits
required to represent the sequence number of packet. Nbit

is related to the buffer size. A mechanism how to assign
sequence number of packet effectively to reduce Nbit is out
of scope of this paper. For the calculation of the duration
of network coding header, Nbit = 11 bits is roughly selected
in this paper. Besides, L, which equals 9 in this paper,
is a system design parameter representing the maximum
number of packets of a flow to be relayed in one PHY
frame. It depends on the highest supported data rate. If
only I packets are selected to be relayed, the other L − I
slots are filled with zeros. Like the signal field (SIG) in PHY
frame of 802.11, network coding header, which contains
critical information, must be sent through a very reliable
link. In this paper, the basic rate is used for transmission of
the header.

5.2. Efficient Retransmission Scheme for Two-Way Relay Using
Network Coding Header. For ease of exposition, we first
consider a model of three nodes where R is the relay node
of both A and B as shown in Figure 9.

5.2.1. Conventional Retransmission Using ACK. Conven-
tional retransmission using ACK is presented in Figure 9(a).
In the first phase, node A continuously retransmits its packet
to node R until it receives an ACK from node R. Similarly,
node B stops retransmitting its packet to R until it gets an
ACK from R. It is noted that all transmissions are done in
different time slots. In the second phase, R continuously
rebroadcasts its network coded packet until it achieves an
ACK from both A and B.
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Let Td and Ta represent the frame durations of a packet
and of an ACK frame respectively. Let us assume that for any
data transmission, a packet is delivered with an equal packet
error rate pe. We also assume that an ACK frame is always
received correctly. In the 1st phase, the average time required
for successful transmission of a packet from A (B) to R is
given as follows:

Tconv
R−A = Tconv

R−B

=
∞∑

n=1

n(Td + Ta)
(
1− pe

)
pn−1

e

= Td + Ta

1− pe
,

(8)

where (1 − pe)pn−1
e is the probability that the packet is

correctly received at the nth attempt. In the 2nd phase, the
probabity that R finishes its transmission at the nth attempt
can be calculated as

p(n)

= (1− pe)2p2n−2
e︸ ︷︷ ︸

Both A and B fail to receive the packet at all attempts except in the nth attempt

+ 2︸︷︷︸
Treat A and B equally

× (1− pe)pn−1
e︸ ︷︷ ︸

A fails to receive the packet at all attempts except in the nth attempt

× (
1− pn−1

e

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B has succeeded in receiving the packet before the nth attempt

,

(9)

where the first term represents the probability that both A
and B successfully receive the packet from R at the n attempts
for the first time. The second term represents the probability
that one of the two receivers successfully receives packet
from R at the nth attempt for the first time while the other
node has already successfully received the packet in previous
attempts. The average time required for this broadcast phase
is given by

Tconv
AB−R =

∞∑

n=1

n(Td + 2Ta)p(n)

=
(
2p2

e + 3pe + 1
)
(Td + 2Ta)

(
pe + 1

)2(1− pe
) .

(10)

Finally, the average spectral efficiency of the conventional
scheme can be calculated as

ρconv = ρTd

Tconv
R−A + Tconv

R−B + Tconv
AB−R

= ρ
(
pe + 1

)2(1− pe
)

(4 + 6α)p2
e + (7 + 10α)pe + 3 + 4α

,

(11)

where ρ [bps/Hz] is the spectral efficiency of modulation
scheme used to transmit a packet and α = Ta/Td.

For a fair comparison, in the conventional retransmission
scheme, it is also assumed that node R is equipped with
two antennas as shown in Figure 9(b). Hence, A and B can
transmit packets to R simultaneously and R can send two
ACKs to A and B concurrently using MIMO broadcast. In
the first phase of multiple access, retransmission is repeated
until R successfully receives packets both from A and B.
The average time required to complete the second phase of
broadcast can be calculated following the same reasoning,
leading to the below spectral efficiency

Tconv2
AB−R = Tconv2

R−AB

=
∞∑

n=1

n(Td + Ta)p(n)

=
(
2p2

e + 3pe + 1
)
(Td + Ta)

(
pe + 1

)2(1− pe
) ,

ρconv2 = ρTd

Tconv2
R−AB + Tconv2

AB−R

= ρTd

2
(
2p2

e + 3pe + 1
)
(Td + Ta)/

(
pe + 1

)2(1− pe
)

= ρ
(
pe + 1

)2(1− pe
)

2(1 + α)
(
2p2

e + 3pe + 1
) ,

(12)

where Tconv2
AB−R and Tconv2

R−AB represent the average time required
for successful transmission in the broadcast and the multiple
access phases respectively. By the way, this paper uses a same
average packet error rate pe of the broadcast phase (SISO)
and the multiple access phases (2 × 2 MIMO) since, based
on discussion in [32], the average SINR per stream of a full
multiplexing MIMO system with MMSE receiver in Rayleigh
fading channel is almost the same as the average SNR of the
corresponding SISO channel.

5.2.2. Proposed Retransmission Scheme. In this section, we
propose a retransmission scheme making use of network
coding header as a negative acknowledgment (NACK) of lost
packets. No explicit acknowledgment packet is required but
such information are piggybacked in the network coding
header of the transmit packet in the consecutive time slot.
This approach is somewhat similar to the piggybacked
scheme in [33]. However, [33] does not consider network
coding and multihop relay. The proposed algorithm is
explained using an example in Figure 10. In the first time
slot, R receives packet iA from A. In the second time slot,
packet iB sent from B to R is lost. R may send a NACK to B to
announce the packet loss and wait for the retransmission of
iB from B. However, this approach is still inefficient. Since R
owns packet iA, it can relay iA to B while informing B of the
packet loss. In the third time slot, R sends only the forward
packet iA. In the network coding header of R, the forward
slot is normally filled as iA. Although no backward packet
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is sent, the backward slot is filled with a special predefined
index #. In this case, # is a sign of packet loss of backward
packet which R could not receive in the previous time slot.
When B receives the signal sent from R, it achieves packet
iA. Furthermore, since it discovers the sign # in the backward
slot of the header of R, it realizes that the backward packet
iB which B sent to R in previous time slot is not successfully
received at R. In the next transmission chance (time slot 3),
B retransmits iB.

The efficiency of the proposed scheme is compared to
conventional schemes. Using the same discussion of previous
part, the average time required for a packet to arrive at R

is given by T
prop
R−A = T

prop
R−B = Td/(1 − pe). Here, it should

be noticed that the time required for transmission of ACK
becomes zero. In the broadcast phase, owing to the proposed
algorithm, packets of two flows can be treated independently.
The required time for a packet of the forward (backward)

flow to be sent from R to B (A) is similarly T
prop
A−R = T

prop
B−R =

Td/(1 − pe). Hence, the average spectral efficiency of the
proposed scheme becomes

ρprop = ρTd

2
(
Td/
(
1− pe

)) = ρ
(
1− pe

)

2
. (13)

5.2.3. Analytic Results. Without loss of generality, we assume
ρ = 1. Following packet format of 802.11a, the ratio of
durations of ACK and data frame is set to α = 14/1000 =
0.014. Figure 11 depicts spectral efficiency of the proposed
retransmission scheme with respect to different values of
pe in comparison with conventional schemes. In this figure,
the bold lines represents theoretical results using (11), (12),
and (13) and marks denote the simulation results. In the
simulation, 3000 packets are generated from both ends, and
are relayed to the other end. Packets are transmitted through
channel with a packet error rate pe. The figure shows that
the analytical results agree with the simulation results. Also,
the proposed retransmission scheme achieves the highest
spectral efficiency at all area of pe.

5.2.4. Application to MIMO-NC. In MIMO-NC, a frame
contains multiple packets. Retransmission using ACK is
extremely inefficient. If multiple ACKs are used for acknowl-
edgment of each packet, a large part of the system bandwidth
is used for transmission of ACK. If only one ACK is sent
as acknowledgment for successful reception of a frame,
one packet loss requires retransmission of the whole frame.
However, the proposed algorithm can be easily extended for
MIMO-NC.

Namely, # is used to inform a packet loss. At certain
time slot n, a Rx node receives multiple packets of forward
and backward flow whose packet sequence numbers are
correspondingly stored in the network coding header of the
received frame. For each packet, if it passes the FCS check,
it is considered as a successfully received packet. Otherwise,
the packet is considered as lost. In the next time slot n +
1, the node becomes a Tx node and generates a network
coding header. First of all, it puts # to the header slots which
correspond to header slots of the lost packets in time slot

n. For instance, in time slot n, node R fails to receive a
forward packet (sent from node T) whose sequence number
ω is stored in header slot l of the former part of the received
network coding header. In time slot n+1, node R becomes Tx
and node T becomes Rx. Node R generates a network coding
header such that the header slot l of the former part is filled
with #. The remaining header slots are available to insert
sequence numbers of native packets encoded in network
coded packets to be relayed. When a Rx node detects #s in
the former (latter) L header slots from its next-hop node
of forward (backward) flow, it recognizes a packet loss and
schedules the retransmission of the corresponding forward
(backward) packets. In the above example, since node T
detects # in header slot l of the former part of its received
network coding header, and it knows that sequence number
ω had been stored in this slot in time slot n, node T can
acknowledge about the transmission failure of the forward
packet with sequence number ω in the previous time slot and
arrange a retransmission of the packet.

For further understanding of the algorithm, an example
is given in Figure 12 with L = 3. In the first time slot,
forward packets with sequence number 1 and 2 are sent
from A and backward packets 1, 2, and 3 are sent from E.
Since link adaptation is employed, the number of packets of
each flow being relayed is smaller than L. At the Rx side, B
fails to receive packet 2 of the forward flow and D fails to
receive packet 1 of the backward flow. In the second time
slot, B and D become Tx node. B puts a # to the second slot
of its header part containing sequence numbers of forward
packets. Similarly, D puts a # to the first slot of its header
part containing sequence numbers of backward packets. It
is noticed that in this example, even if D owns packet 3 of
the backward flow, it cannot immediately relay the packet
because the adaptive modulation scheme at D at this time
slot only allows D to relay one packet. When A receives the
header of B, it acknowledges that the packet 2 of the forward
flow fails to arrive at B and schedules its retransmission in
the third time slot. Packet retransmission at the link E-D is
performed in the same manner.

6. Network Performance Analysis

6.1. Simulation Setup and Parameters. In our simulations,
five nodes are arranged in a line with equal distance as shown
in Figure 3. With this arrangement, average SNR per antenna
of any link connecting two adjacent nodes is assumed to
be γ = 30 dB. No obstacles are assumed in the simulation
environment and the path loss exponent is set to 3.5. This
value is commonly used in factory environment where mesh
networks are often deployed. Noise power has a typical value
of −94 dBm. Carrier sensing level is −62 dBm [6], thus
sensing range is almost within a distance of one hop. The
channel is supposed to be quasistatic Rayleigh fading such
that channel value does not change during the transmission
of one frame. The channel reciprocity is also assumed, that is,

HR,T = HT,RT
. M = 1 in the case of conventional CSMA/CA

schemes and M = 2 in the case of enhanced CSMA/CA
with MIMO. For ease of rate adaptation in CSMA/CA, it is
especially assumed that the channel fading is the same during
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Figure 10: Proposed retransmission scheme for two-way relay (L = 1).
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Figure 11: Analysis result of the proposed retransmission scheme
for two-way relay. (Bold lines: theoretical results, Markers: simula-
tion results).

the whole duration of the four phase handshake. In enhanced
CSMA/CA with MIMO, a Rx node uses minimum mean
square error (MMSE) detection method for separation of
spatial schemes. Genie-aided rate adaptation for CSMA/CA
and for MIMO-NC (per stream) are performed based on
estimated signal-to-interference and noise ratio (SINR) and
modulation table given in Table 3. In the simulators, there is
no real transmission of preambles and headers. Perfect frame
synchronization, perfect channel estimation, and no header
errors are assumed. In CSMA/CA and slotted CSMA/CA
based protocols, a Rx node detects a frame if it is currently
idle and its received signal strength is larger than the Rx
sensitivity. In MIMO-NC, perfect synchronization among

nodes are assumed. For all simulations, all far interference
signals caused by simultaneous transmissions are taken into
account and are captured in the SINR. The SINR might
vary during the reception of a frame due to the nature
of random access. For such cases, the minimum observed
SINR is selected as the SINR of the frame. Packet error
rate (PER) is calculated from SINR of a received frame by
a method in [34]. Again, based on the probability given by
PER, for each received packet, the Rx tosses an unequal coin
to decide a successful or failed packet transmission. It is
noted that in MIMO-NC, there is always interference from
three nodes away from a Rx node. Dealing with header error
in MIMO-NC is considered as our future work. Other system
parameters are summarized in Table 5.

In the simulation setup, to make full utilization of
MIMO-NC, packets of two flows of information (forward
and backward) are generated from two end nodes following
a Poisson distribution. The final destination of forward
packets and backward packets are node no. 5 and node no.
1, respectively. Buffers at network layer of each node can
store up to 300 packets per flow. For each flow, if the buffer
is full, newly generated/received packets will be discarded.
In contrast, a sent packet will be kept in a temporary
buffer for retransmission until its ACK (or virtual ACK in
case of MIMO-NC) is received, or retransmission reaches
maximum attempt of 7. The paper does not consider the
delay constraint of packets. Network simulators are run to
observe the status of packets during a total period of one
second. At the end, we calculate the network throughput
by counting the total number of aggregated arrival packets
divided by the observation time. Based on time log of arrival
packets, the average packet delay is also found.

6.2. Network Performance

6.2.1. Adaptive Modulation and Coding. Figures 13 and
15 show network throughput performance and average of
packet delay with respect to increment of offered load,
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Figure 12: An example of the proposed retransmission scheme for MIMO network coding with L = 3.

Table 5: Physical channel parameters.

Bandwidth 16 MHz

Guard interval
1
4

symbol

Average SNR per link γ 30 dB

Noise power −94 dBm

Receiver sensitivity −82 dBm

Carrier sensing level −62 dBm

Fading channel Block Rayleigh fading

Pathloss exponent 3.5

respectively. In Figure 13, it is interesting to look at the
curves of random access-based protocols. In low-input rate
area, the curve linearly increases with respect to input rate
to a peak point, then gradually decreases to an output
saturation level. The linearly increasing area indicates that
input packets are successfully delivered to their destinations.
But with a higher offered load, the channel congestion occurs
and impedes the successful packet relaying at every links.
Finally, the output rate saturation level exists due to the
limited buffer size at the mesh layer of the implemented
network simulator. In MIMO-NC, no congestion period
exists, thus there is no hump in the throughput performance
curve. At an input rate lower than (1 Mbps/flow), all schemes
do not show any saturation. It means that all schemes
including CSMA/CA based protocols can be used in light
traffic environment. However, at a high-input rate where
new packets are continuously generated at two ends of
the network, Figure 13 reveals superior performance of
MIMO-NC compared to all other CSMA/CA-based pro-
tocols. While network throughputs of other protocols are
saturated at low throughput value with respect to the offered
load, that of MIMO-NC only saturates when offered load
reaches 21 Mbps/flow. The saturated level of MIMO-NC
is 21 Mbps/flow, much higher than 0.2 Mbps/flow (basic
access), 1.5 Mbps/flow (RTS/CTS), 2.7 Mbps/flow (RTS/CTS
with MIMO and slotted RTS/CTS), 7 Mbps/Hz (slotted
RTS/CTS 2 × 2-MIMO). The saturation of MIMO-NC can
be explained by 3 dB power loss of network coding and
overreach interference, noting that the upper bound data rate

of this network is 1/2 × 54 [Mbps] = 27 [Mbps]. To better
see the performance of nonslotted/slotted CSMA/CA-based
protocols, the throughput and delay performance in low
input rate area are zoomed in and shown in Figures 14 and
16, respectively. Basic access performs worst as a result of the
hidden node problem at high input rate and saturates at the
input rate of 1 Mbps/flow. Since CSMA/CA with RTS/CTS
can alleviate hidden node problem, its achievable throughput
is better than basic access with input saturation level is
1.5 Mbps/flow. When MIMO is introduced to RTS/CTS, the
benefits of spatial multiplexing almost double the saturation
point of RTS/CTS. Furthermore, paying for the cost of
synchronization, we can observe large improvement of slot-
ted CSMA/CA (and with MIMO). Since transmissions are
restricted in predefined time slots, the probability of packet
collision can be reduced thus improve achievable through-
put. We can see the performance of slotted CSMA/CA
is almost the same as that of CSMA/CA with MIMO,
and slotted CSMA/CA with MIMO furthermore shows a
significant gain with input saturation point of 10Mbps/flow.
Here, we can conclude that scheduled schemes which require
synchronization among nodes in mesh network can have
drastically better performance than that of random access
protocols. The significant gain of MIMO-NC with respect
to other schemes can be achieved in the favor of bandwidth
saving owing to efficient two-way relay and simultaneous
transmission at different links in the network. For these
reasons, performance of MIMO-NC should at least double
the performance of slotted CSMA/CA with 2 × 2 MIMO.
Simulation result, however, shows larger improvement more
than the factor of 2 since the control packets of slotted
CSMA/CA can still collide, and the PHY header of MIMO-
NC is much smaller (thus more efficient) than collision
period of slotted CSMA/CA.

In terms of packet delay, MIMO-NC also shows better
performance than the others as shown in Figure 15. Delay
performance curves raise up at the saturation input point.
The result seen from this graph agrees well with the result
in Figure 13 that CSMA/CA saturates first, followed by
RTS/CTS, RTS/CTS with MIMO, slotted RTS/CTS, slotted
RTS/CTS, and finally MIMO-NC. To better analyze delay
performance of these schemes, the figure is zoomed in to
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Figure 13: Throughput performance comparison of CSMA/CA and
MIMO network coding.

the low input rate area up to 10 Mbps/flow as shown in
Figure 16. In this area, MIMO-NC is below its saturation
point. Therefore, the generated packets are immediately
relayed through four hops to its destination, which results
in a delay of (Tslot × (Nnode − 1) � 6 ms). However, other
CSMA/CA-based protocols have worse performance except
for basic access and RTS/CTS in input rate area lower
than 1 Mbps/flow. In this area, since the channel is not
congested and adaptive modulation is employed, a newly
generated packet can be relayed per hop in shorter period
than a time slot of MIMO-NC. By the same reason, since
in slotted CSMA/CA scheme, packets are fixed in a time
slot of duration longer than that of MIMO-NC, its delay
performance is worse than that of MIMO-NC even in low
input rate area. The delay performance of nonslotted and
slotted CSMA/CA-based protocols with MIMO have the
same characteristics, namely, very high at low input rate,
lower in medium rate and raises again after saturation point.
This phenomenon occurs due to packet relaying mechanism
employed in this paper where the packets are only relayed
if more than M = 2 packets destined toward a same next
hop exist in the MAC buffers of the relay. This mecha-
nism is applied to exploit spatial multiplexing benefit of
MIMO.

In summary, in heavy traffic area, scheduled MAC
schemes, especially MIMO network coding, are not only
superior than other schemes in terms of achievable through-
put but also in terms of packet delay performance. In
light traffic area of bursty source where the network is
not congested, scheduled MAC schemes have comparable
performance with CSMA/CA-based protocols in terms of
throughput and provide a fixed packet delay (fixed QoS).
However, random access like CSMA/CA-based protocols
might have better delay performance than scheduled schemes
employing slotted configuration of PHY frame.
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When a link adaptation is employed without the pro-
posed retransmission scheme, the number of lost packets
at physical layer is reduced significantly. However, for some
applications which do not allow packet loss, the proposed
retransmission scheme is needed. It achieves zero packet loss
as shown in Figure 17.

6.2.2. Fixed Data Rate. Figure 18 shows the packet delivery
ratio of MIMO-NC network with respect to the input offered
load when the link adaptation is not employed. In this
scenario, the data rate of each link is fixed to 54 Mbps. The
delivery ratio is defined as the ratio of successfully delivered
packets through multihop relaying and the total number of
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packets generated. Since high order modulation scheme is
used at each transmission with the existence of intraroute
interference, there is high probability of occurrence of packet
loss. As seen in the figure, without retransmission, maximally
only 25% of packets can be delivered successfully. However,
when retransmission scheme is introduced, at low offered
load, 100% of packets arrive at destination nodes. At higher
offered load, packet loss occurs due to the buffer overflow.

7. Summary and Extension

The application of well-known CSMA/CA-based MAC
protocols to mesh network reveals high latency and low
resource utilization. Several alternative protocols only pro-
vided marginal improvement. In recent publication, a cross-
layer design employing multiple antenna techniques called
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Figure 18: Packet delivery ratio MIMO-NC network at fixed data
rate of 54 Mbps.

MIMO-NC has been proposed for one dimensional mesh
network. The technique was shown to provide significantly
high end-to-end capacity. This paper considered MIMO-
NC as an alternative PHY/MAC protocol of CSMA/CA
and provided details on the design of the protocol, for
example, packet format, relaying mechanism. This paper
furthermore proposed an efficient retransmission scheme
employing network coding header. The proposed retrans-
mission scheme was shown to be effective in terms of
resource usage as well as QoS guarantee. Simulation results
from our developed network simulators also showed that
MIMO-NC achieved an extremely large gain in terms of
network throughput (14 times) and a significant reduction
of packet latency in comparison with CSMA/CA mesh
networks. Such improvements can be attained as the benefits
of the scheduled synchronized network, the introduction
of MIMO, and the efficient bidirectional flow multiplexing
capability of network coding.

The network simulator and the proposed retransmission
scheme presented in this paper can be easily extended
to other network topologies, for example, 2D topology
including “X-topology”, “Y-topology,” and cross topology
[16], rotary [27] topology, tree topology [28], and so forth.
Furthermore, owing to freedom of antenna at the Tx,
space time block code (STBC) [26] can be introduced to
improve link robustness. For future work, we consider the
performance evaluation of MIMO-NC based on experiment
using our developed MIMO mesh hardware [35] at 950 MHz
band.
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